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Welcome and bienvenue
to an Earful Tower Scroll!

Outrageous.

If you’re reading these words, it
means you probably watched our
whole Zoom show. Thank you! What
did you think of Eddie’s French
accent. Not convincing? I agree.

Anyway, every week Eddie puts together a “Scroll” just like this
to go with my podcast episodes, and we release them just for our
“Patron” members.
The Scrolls are like companion guides that feature fun facts, deep
dives into topics discussed on the show, and also loads of “further
viewing”.
In this example, Eddie has gathered some of the top Aussie podcast
guests from the past, but also a collection of Aussie “Walk Show”
videos that are hidden from the public, but gathered for you guys as
a thanks for watching the Zoom.
Enjoy the Scroll, thanks for joining today, and I hope to see you as
our newest Patron!
Oliver (and Eddie)

Top Australian guests
from the podcast
Oliver’s had a few Aussies on the podcast
over the years, here are some of the best

The Australian Ambassador
Oliver was joined by his
Excellency the Australian
Ambassador Brendan Berne
(or ‘Bernie’ to his mates)

Find the episode here

Amanda Chapman

One of the lead dancers at the
Moulin Rouge, who has been a
staple feature of the show for
the past 12 years.

Find the episode here

Jane Webster
Meet the Australian woman
who has just spent lockdown in a
72-room chateau in Normandy.

Find the episode here

Exclusive Patreon-Only
Australian Content
Here are three of the members-only Walk Shows with Australian
guests. Remember, these videos aren’t public. You can watch similar
videos happening live if you’re a member too ;)
Oliver booked a river cruise through the Seine, he was joined by
Dave from Fat Tire Tours as they cruised through Paris at sunset.

Watch it here
In this episode Oliver walks through one of his favourite places in Paris
the Jardin du Luxembourg with Australian author John Baxter.

Watch it here
Here’s one recorded in Bordeaux! On the honeymoon trip,
he took a walk with Mike from Le Map Bordeaux.

Watch it here

Want more Eddie & Oliver?

Eddie is a little brother, co worker, and the co host of this
Zoom event. He’s also a guest of the podcast, below are
two episodes they’ve done together over the years which
instantly became fan favourites (No surprises there - Eddie)
In this episode, which is also a chapter in the book, Eddie helps
Oliver solve a ten-year-old mystery from their first teip to Paris

Click here to listen
We asked listeners for stories about their first trips to Paris.
Eddie joined in to read through our favourite responses.

Click here to listen

Paris On Air (an excerpt)
Here’s the text for our reading. Given Eddie’s
outrageous French accent, you might need it.
This is from page 100 - 101
I was reminded of the beauty of Paris in a rather
surprising way one autumn morning. Lina was out of
town and I was home alone when there was a knock at
the door. What with the often impenetrable front doors
to Paris apartments, I knew that it was probably my
neighbour Stéphane. And I was right.
“Oliver, ze sun is shining, ze weazzer eez magnifique.
I need someone to enjoy eet wizz. What are you doing?”
I was doing nothing and I told him so.
“Parfait, come wizz me. Wino.”
Ah, some things never change, I’d forever be a “wino” to
Stéphane. We crossed the corridor of the seventh floor
landing and he led me to the far side of his equally small
apartment.
“I ‘ope you don’t fear ice,” he added, giving me a
mischievous wink.
Ice? What tricks did Stéphane have in mind?
Gin and tonics on his balcony? Did he have a balcony...

continued
Stéphane launched open his window, which was the same
style as my own - built into the sloping ceiling so he had
to lift it upwards.
I’d never seen the view from his apartment, but because
it was on the opposite side of the building it was quite
different from mine. He had an eastern-facing window,
which was pretty intriguing to me. I glanced out towards
the Marais and the Bastille, getting my bearings.
But that was nothing compared to what was coming.
“Well, nowz ze time to tell me. Do you fear ice?”
“Ice? No. Why would I fear ice?”
“Non, not ice, ice!” he said, pointing out the
window and towards the ground.
I looked down at the courtyard seven floors below,
then back at Stéphane who was grinning madly as usual.
Ice? Ice?
“You know, ice, when you are ‘igh up in ze ‘eavens.”
“Oh heights!? You mean am I afraid of heights?” I said.
“Zat’s exactly what I said, ice,” Stéphane said.

The Book and Audio Experience
Oliver’s memoir, Paris
On Air, is also an “audio
experience”. There’s original
music, real characters from
the book reading their lines,
and ambient Paris noise in
the backgrounds… There
are even some outrageous
cameos from friends of The
Earful Tower podcast.
Including Eddie!
Click here for the chapter
with Eddie, which was
released as a free taste

Click here to buy the audio book
Click here to buy the actual book
Click here to buy both!

Earful Tower
Membership
So there you have it! If you enjoy the
Earful Tower world, why not help it to
thrive by signing up as a member? You
not only unlock almost never-ending
content, but your contribution will allow
us to bring Eddie more fully on board.
Membership is US$10/month, or if
you sign up for the whole year it’s two
months for free!
Hope to see you as our newest Patron!
Oliver and Eddie
Join the club here

